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In the past few years, significant progress has been made in modeling and state estimation for
industrial processes to improve control performance, reliable monitoring, quick and accurate fault
detection, diagnosis, high product quality, fule and resource consumption, etc. However, with the fast
development of information technology, numerous essential issues are faced in modeling and state
estimation, which generates the new need for novel modeling and or state estimation methodologies
and in-depth studies of them. Therefore, this special issue is dedicated to innovative modeling and state
estimation from applicability, computational efficiency, and effectiveness.
To disseminate the recent advances in modeling and state estimation in time, the four guest editors
conceived the idea of organizing this Special Issue for our readers with interests. This Special Issue
is now concluded, and we are glad to announce and share the publication of this issue with our
colleagues. It contains ten peer-reviewed papers, which are authored by researchers from research
institutes and universities active in the topic of modeling and state estimation worldwide. The Special
Issue is dedicated to innovative theory, model, technique, and algorithm, as well as modeling and
state estimation applications. Specifically, topics across Variational Bayesian Modeling Methods for
Industrial Process, Transfer Modeling for Industrial Process, Unsupervised Modeling for Industrial
Process, First Principle Modeling for Industrial Process, Non-parametric Bayesian Modeling for
Industrial Process, Distributed Multi-Agent Modeling Algorithms and Its Industrial Applications,
Robust Modeling Methods for Industrial Process, Supervised Modeling and Its Industrial Applications, Filter-Aided Methods for Industrial Processes, Nonlinear Modeling Methods, and Its Industrial
Applications are included.
Specifically, “Enhancing the Effectiveness of Trimethylchlorosilane Purification Process Monitoring with Variational Autoencoder” by Wang et al. [1], addresses a critically important question regarding the process monitoring of Trimethylchlorosilane Purification Process and proposes
a new algorithm based on Variational AutoEncoders (VAE) for the high-dimensional industrial
database; “Improved High Order Model-Free Adaptive Iterative Learning Control with Disturbance
Compensation and Enhanced Convergence” by Wang et al. [2], proposes to employ the compact
format dynamic linearization method to improve high-order model-free adaptive iterative control
strategy; “State Estimation Moving Window Gradient Iterative Algorithm for Bilinear Systems Using
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the Continuous Mixed p-norm Technique” by Liu et al. [3], develops a novel gradient iterative
algorithm by means of the continuous mixed p-norm cost function with the purpose of estimating
the parameters of the bilinear systems; “Skew t Distribution-Based Nonlinear Filter with Asymmetric
Measurement Noise Using Variational Bayesian Inference” by Xu et al. [4], addresses the state
estimation problems for nonlinear systems with unknown statistics of measurement noise by means of
the cubature Kalman filter and the skew t distribution; “A Novel Bidirectional Interaction Model and
Electric Energy Measuring Scheme of EVs for V2G with Distorted Power Loads” by Cui et al. [5],
proposes a novel bidirectional interaction model based on modulation theory with nonlinear loads
and a novel electric energy measuring scheme of EVs for V2G; “Pattern-Moving-Based Parameter
Identification of Output Error Models with Multi-Threshold Quantized Observations” by Li et al. [6],
addresses a modified auxiliary model stochastic gradient recursive parameter identification algorithm
(M-AM-SGRPIA) for a class of single input single output (SISO) linear output error models with
multi-threshold quantized observations; “Range-Only UWB SLAM for Indoor Robot Localization
Employing Multi-Interval EFIR Rauch-Tung-Striebel Smoother” by Gao et al. [7], proposes a multiinterval extended finite impulse response (EFIR)-based Rauch-Tung-Striebel (R-T-S) smoother for
the range-only ultra-wideband (UWB) simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) for robot
localization; “Improved adaptive iterated extended Kalman filter for GNSS/INS/UWB-integrated
fixed-point positioning” by Wu et al. [8], proposes an adaptive iterated extended Kalman filter for
fixed point positioning, which integrates global navigation satellite system, inertial navigation system,
ultra wide band; “Change Point Detection for Process Data Analytics Applied to a Multiphase Flow
Facility” by Gedda et al. [9], utilizes regularisation-based cost functions to handle ill-posed problems of
noisy data with aim of improving the performance of process data analytics; “Self-triggered Consensus
Filtering over Asynchronous Communication Sensor Networks” by Xue et al. [10], develops a selftriggered consensus filtering by designing the self-triggered policy and asynchronous distributed filter
simultaneously.
As a final remark, it is hoped that the presented topics will give this special issue a much more
lasting value and make it appealing to a broad audience of researchers, practitioners, and students
interested in modeling and state estimation.
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